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Chapter 1
Introduction
In today's world, where Wi-Fi (and sometimes 3G) enabled vehicles are rapidly be-
coining commonplace, vehicular networks are transitioning from research to reality.
In 2008, the European Teleconunnications Standards Institute provided a single
EU-wide frequency spectrum for vehicle-only wireless communication to be used by
Intelligent Transportation Systems, or ITS [1]. The EU has required that all cars
on the road have 802.111) chips [2], creating a lucrative market for vehicular network
application developers. ITS already uses wireless vehicular applications for electronic
toll collection in Europe [3]. In addition. popular auto-maker Ford Motor Company
has publicized a product called "SYNC with MyFord Touch", which creates a Wi-Fi
network allowing up to five Wi-Fi enabled devices in a car to access the Internet [4].
Ford is also exploring the uses of this wireless technology for inter-car communication
and associated applications.
Vehicular networks have many compelling uses, ranging from safety to entertain-
ment. According to Merlin et al., vehicular networks are feasible and practical for use
in safety applications [20]. Vehicular networks can help avoid accidents by warning
drivers of upcoming dangers or prompting embedded systems to react autonomously.
Arbabi et al. propose techniques to collect common traffic data using vehicular net-
works and show that even with low density traffic, it is possible to collect high quality
estimates of travel times and other traffic data [9]. As for entertainment uses, Rao and
Giuli show that group applications can achieve high content delivery [25], suggesting
that applications such as voice or text chat or gaming would perform well.
While these studies are promising, designing protocols for vehicular networks has
many challenges. Conventional network protocols are designed for wired networks
and deal with systems of static or slow changing nodes. These network protocols
fail in vehicular networks because the nodes are constantly moving, connecting and
disconnecting rapidly. Vehicles often move at high velocities, resulting in even less
time to establish connections and communicate.
Another major challenge with vehicular network research is that testing protocols
for vehicular networks is difficult. Running real world experiments requires multiple
cars and a driver for each car. The drivers must be given maps with pre-set routes
to ensure that cars pass within communication range of other equipped cars. There
are also many logistical challenges with cars and drivers, such as insurance and driver
eligibility. As a result. the standard approach is to use synthetic vehicle mobility
models as well as simulations for the physical communication layer. However. 76%
of mobile ad hoc network research papers analyzed by Ferreira et al. in 2009 had
significant simulation shortfalls which lead to a lack of confidence in the published
results. The authors suggest that this percentage is even higher in vehicular network
research due to the added complexity of simulating vehicle mobility [15].
This thesis uses real mobility traces to provide a grounded evaluation of vehicular
networking. We use mobility traces collected over a period of 30 days from a network
of 538 taxicabs in the San Francisco Bay Area [24]. We begin by analyzing the con-
nectivity properties of this network using standard simulation tools. Then, we present
a custom simulator for rapidly evaluating network protocols. Using this simulator,
we examine aggregation protocols and gateway routing in vehicular networks.
The remainder of the introduction summarizes the contributions of this thesis and
presents relevant related work.
1.1 Connectivity Analysis
Chapter 2 of this thesis studies the connectivity properties of vehicular networks.
Using real mobility traces from the San Francisco taxicabs, we run simulations of
a simple beaconing protocol over networks of varying sizes. We use the simulation
logs to study three types of connectivity: snapshot connectivity (or connectivity at a
single instant in time). connectivity over time, and link duration. The connectivity
results obtained in this chapter provide insight into the outcomes of protocols run
later in this thesis. This type of connectivity study is common and conducted by
many researchers. Related work is discussed below.
Ho et al. examine the effects of vehicle mobility on network connectivity and find
that multi-hop links have significantly worse link duration than single-hop links [16].
More generally, this paper suggests that understanding the underlying connectivity
of a network is useful in the design and analysis of network protocols. This thesis
also uses link duration as a metric to measure connectivity. We find that single hop
links already have poor link duration. None of the network protocols in this thesis
rely on routing tables to store paths from car to car, either single-hop or multi-hop.
Instead, this thesis explores broadcast-based protocols and finds that they are very
successful.
Kafsi et al. [171 provide a framework to assess the feasibility of applications relying
on vehicular connectivity in urban scenarios. First, they confirm the existence of a
"critical vehicle density" above which the connectivity significantly improves. They
also note that a well-connected vehicle to vehicle network can be formed at all times
and that good connectivity is possible without road congestion. In addition, RSUs
(Road Side Units, or Internet access points), do not necessarily improve connectivity
in all scenarios. However, this paper used a synthetic mobility model rather than
real traces. Chapter 2 of this thesis evaluates connectivity metrics to verify the
results of this paper with real mobility traces. Like this paper, we evaluate snapshot
connectivity, but arrive at slightly different conclusions. This may be because we
explore smaller network sizes below the "critical vehicle density". Also, we exclusively
evaluate networks without RSUs.
Cornejo et al. [11] analyze a distributed prioritized gossip algorithm which delivers
a high percentage of priority messages over transient paths. Chapter 2 also analyzes
transient paths present in the San Francisco network to make inferences about con-
nectivity. These transient path results later prove useful in Chapter 4 for explaining
the behavior of certain gateway routing protocols.
1.2 Custom Trace-Driven Simulator
Evaluating realistic simulations of a network protocol for vehicular networks can be
time consuinng using ns-2, the simulator used in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The long
running times are largely due to complicated simulations of the lower layers of the
network stack. This is especially true when using the Mac802_11Ext modules [10]
with more realistic models of radio channels including fading. In ns-2, the only way
to realistically implement 802.11p and hy extension DSRC is to use these modules,
resulting in necessarily time consuming simulations. One way to subvert these delays
is to build a custom simulator.
This thesis presents a lightweight simulator written in Python which allows effi-
cient iniplementation and evaluation of round-based protocols for vehicular networks.
In Chapter 2, we simulate a simple beaconing protocol over nine different collections
of traces with varying network sizes and simulation lengths. This resulted in a large
body of ns-2 output files with connectivity information. These traces are analyzed as
input to our custom simulator, negating the need to re-simulate the lower layers of
the stack to determine connnectivity for each protocol we use. As a result, only the
high-level protocol events are simulated, resulting in roughly 100x faster performance
than ns-2. This custom simulator is used to evaluate the protocols described below.
We are not the first to build a custom simulator for rapid evaluation of protocols for
vehicular networks. Jason Haas from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
implemented a custom VANET/DSRC simulator which performs roughly 600x faster
than ns-2 [7].
1.3 Aggregation Protocols and Gateway Routing
There are two types of connections in vehicular networks, short to medium range con-
nections for local wireless connections. such as Wi-Fi. and long distance connections
to infrastructure networks, such as 3G or WiMax. Short range communications can
be achieved using 802.11p and related protocols and only require one-time equipment
costs. Long range communications are more challenging. Not only is there a one-
time equipment cost for cars, centralized infrastructure must also be deployed and
maintained. In addition, unlimited cellular data plans are fast becoming obsolete. as
networks trend toward a pay-per-use model.
This thesis considers a network of cars, each with a token of information to submit
to a central server. The goal is to aggregate as much information as possible to a
small fraction of cars using local peer-to-peer communnication (e.g. Wi-Fi links),
so only these cars ultimately use expensive long-range communication to transmit
to the server. Chapter 3 studies aggregation protocols which attempt to minimize
the number of cars ultimately transmitting to the server while still conveying the
token of every car in the network. In other words, the aim is to reduce cost without
any information loss. Chapter 4 prioritizes cost minimization, considering situations
where only a few nodes are equipped with connections to central infrastructure, and
attempting to maximize the amount of information gathered.
Message aggregation is a comnmon approach, even in routing protocols. Zhao [29]
et al. present a multicast routing protocol for MANETs with many nodes, Cluster
Based Gateway Aided Multicast routing. Gateways share inulticast routing tasks
with the cluster heads to allow for scalability to large networks. Saleet et al. [26]
proposes a self-organizing framework which aggregates messages based on geograph-
ical clustering to minimize signal volume. This paper presents a similar knockout
protocol to reduce the number of taxicabs ultimately transmitting. The difference is
that Saleet's purpose is to avoid packet overload due to flooding, as lie describes a
routing protocol to transport information from node to node. This thesis does not
address point-to-point routing, but rather seeks to condense individual node-to-server
communication.
Lochert et al. tackle the problem of information duplication in aggregation proto-
cols by carrying a modified probabilistic approximation rather than specific aggregate
values [18]. Chapter 3 also examines methods of obtaining duplicate-free aggregates.
This thesis presents duplicate-free aggregates which are still specific values, but these
values are approximations because not all the nodes are included in the calculation.
Chapter 2
Connectivity
This chapter studies the connectivity properties of vehicular networks. Vehicular net-
works exhibit unique properties, such as high node velocity, which distinguish them
from other mobile networks. High node velocity often results in unstable links and
fast changes in network topology. leading to challenges in establishing connections
between nodes. The success or failure of a given vehicular network protocol depends
heavily on the connectivity of the underlying network. As a result, understanding
the connectivity properties of vehicular networks is crucial in designing effective ve-
hicular protocols. For example. in a sparsely connected network with high speed
nodes, flooding may be the most efficient way to route information from nodes to
internet gateways. However, in a congested, stationary network. flooding may result
in packet loss and suboptimal performance due to hardware overload. In addition,
the connectivity results obtained in this chapter provide a greater understanding of
performance data from future chapters in this thesis which implement and analyze
information gathering protocols over vehicular networks.
Using real mobility traces, we run simulations of a simple beaconing protocol over
networks of varying sizes. We run simulations using two different physical layers,
802.11a and 802.11p. We use logs from these simulations to calculate three different
connectivity metrics. We measure the effect of the physical layer, network size and
simulation duration on connectivity. Section 2.1 explains the simulation setup, and
Section 2.2 presents the connectivity results and analysis.
2.1 Simulation Setup
Our network simulator is ns-2 [23], a discrete event simulator targeted at networking
research which is widely used in related vehicular network simulations [19] [22]. It is
open source and popular in academia for its extensibility. The ns-2 simulator begins
with an abstraction of the real world and simulates all the layers of the network stack
starting with the physical layer. It also provides substantial support for simulation
of TCP. routing and multicast protocols over wired and wireless networks.
2.1.1 Simulator Configuration
We use ns-2 with all 802.11 MAC layer.1 The conventional 802.11 protocols (802.11
a/b/g) have been used with cars in existing vehicular network research projects in-
cluding Cabernet [13] and FleetNet [12]. However, the conventional 802.11 protocols
were not designed to meet the specific challenges of vehicular networks., namely high
node mobility and fast topological changes. 802.11p, or WAVE (Wireless Access in
Vehicular Environments), is an IEEE standard specifically designed to address these
challenges. An increasing number of studies are now starting to consider WAVE.
Barja et al. use is-2 with 802. lp to evaluate a content delivery framework for urban
vehicular networks [19]. Abdullali et al. [8] evaluate the performance of broadcast
safety applications for vehicular networks, specifically post-crash message dissemina-
tion, using an 802.11p physical layer simulator and real mobility traces, citing greater
accuracy as the reason for choosing 80 2 .11p. The miain difference between 802.11a
and 802.11p at the physical level is bandwidth. 802.11p uses only half the bandwidth
of 802.11a. which also halves the transmission rate, resulting in better performance
when transmitting in a vehicular environment [14]. In order to confirm the newer
802.11p results in better connected networks, we will evaluate both the conventional
802.11 protocols using 802.11a and the newer 802.11p.
'MAC stands for medium access control. In general, the MAC layer coordinates nodes access to
the communication medium, in our case the air., and also provides addressing mechanisms. IEEE
802.11 is a set of standards carrying out wireless communication in various frequency bands. The
802.11 MAC layer uses an 802.11 Physical (PHY) Layer to perform the tasks of carrier sensing,
transmission and receiving of 802.11 frames.
Specifically, we use ns-2 version 2.34 with the modules Mac802_11Ext and Wire-
lessPhyExt as described in [10]. These extensions add major modifications aiming
for higher simulation accuracy to the standard Mac802_11 and WirelessPhy modules.
The new version contains a structured and clear separation between the Mac and the
Phy layers as well as advanced features such as MAC frame capture. Also included
in this patch is the Nakagami radio frequency channel model. Nakagami is a general
model of a radio channel with fading. It has more configurable parameters to allow
closer representations of specific wireless communication channels and is more real-
istic than the standard two ray ground model. Research shows that a fading radio
propagation model is best for simulation of a WAVE environment [27], [28].
As mentioned, we run simulations for two 802.11 protocols, 802.11a and 802.11p.
80 2 .11p operates in the 5.9GHz band. 802.11p typically provides a transmission range
of 300 to 1000m, with data rates ranging from 6 - 27 mbps [21]. We also run another
set of simulations using 802.11a. 802.11a operates in the 5GHz band and typically
has a range of about 30-100m1. In order to generate conclusive results that 802.111)
produces more highly connected networks than 802.11a, we use 350n for 802.11p,
on the lower end of 802.11p's range. and 130 im for 802.11a. higher than 802.11a's
range. We used the default IEEE802-11p.tcl file included with ns 2.34 to model
802.11p except for the transmission power, Pt_, which we set to 5.0c-2 to create a
communication range of approximately 350 meters [22], and the bit rate, which is set
to be fixed at 6mbps. For 802.11a, we used the default IEEE802-11a.tcl file included
with ns 2.34. Again, we changed the transmission power to 2.0e-4 resulting in a range
of approximately 130m. 2 The bit rate was again set to be fixed at 6mbps. Also, as
described in [10], we have configured the Nakagamni parameters for an urban scenario
given the location of our vehicles.
2We determined the range by running a simple simulation with two nodes, one stationary and
one moving at a constant speed in a straight line towards the stationary node.
2.1.2 Mobility Traces
In our simulations, we used real mobility traces collected by the Cabspotting project
over a period of 30 days from a network of taxicabs in the San Francisco Bay Area
[24]. We began with raw GPS data from 538 cabs driving around the Bay Area.
These cabs drove on their normal routes, every so often reporting their location (in
the form of GPS coordinates) to a central server. The raw data was in the form of a
large text file with the cab number, GPS coordinates and a timestamp on each line.
The ns-2 simulator requires it's position data in grid coordinates, so we converted the
GPS data to UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinates using corpscon (5].
We used this UTM data file to generate the ns-2 input trace data for all the
simulations. Before converting the file to ns-2 format, we filtered out cabs which rarely
reported their positions. The time interval between consecutive location updates for
each cab varied from a few seconds to multiple minutes. When modeling in ns-2. we
prefer cabs to report more often because we model the cabs motion by placing the
data points and connecting them using straight lines. The more often the cabs report,
the more closely ns-2 can model their actual path. While an ideal data set would
have cabs report every few seconds, the average difference between two consecutive
data points for all cabs is 91.16 seconds. In an effort to maximize the accuracy of the
ns-2 input traces while still yielding enough cabs to experiment with large network
sizes, we used taxicabs that report at least once every 90 seconds and discard all other
cabs.
We also wanted to make sure the ns-2 input traces used for a given trial (e.g. 10
minutes 25 cars) were non-overlapping so that we did not count sonic data points
twice. If we wanted 100 traces of m minutes and c cars, we split the UTM file into
sections of m minutes each and threw out all sections which had less than c cars
reporting at least once every 90 seconds. Then, of the remaining valid trace files, we
chose exactly c of the remaining cabs. We generated 900 total trace files, 100 each
for nine combinations of varying network sizes (25, 100, and 200 cars) and simulation
duration (5, 10, and 15 minutes). We converted the UTM files to ns-2 format and
used these traces as input to ns-2.
2.2 Connectivity Analysis
We started by simulating a simple beaconing protocol. Every node is assigned a
unique id and every node broadcasts its id every 5 seconds. Each time a cab receives
a packet from another cab. we log the sender, receiver and the time the packet was
sent. We simulated 100 trials of this protocol for all 9 combinations of network size
and simulation duration, resulting in 900 total simulation log files. This set of files is
referenced throughout this thesis because files from this set are used as the input to
a custom vehicular network simulator described in Chapter 3. This section presents
the connectivity calculations and analysis performed on these log files.
The simulation duration and network size parameters were chosen to gather useful
connectivity data. We chose a 5 second broadcast interval because it captures the
connectivity often enough to capture all changes without oversampling to the point of
redundancy. We use three different simulation durations to examine how connectivity3
increases over time. As for the network sizes used in our simulation (25, 100 and 200
cars), we want to examine connectivity over sparse networks as well as denser ones.
After 200, increasing the number of cabs significantly would have required us to relax
the requirement that cabs report at least once every 90 seconds. This would have
compromised the simulation results for denser networks. so we use 200 as our largest
size.
For each combination of network size and simulation duration, there are 100 sim-
ulation logs, each of which contains the results of one beaconing protocol simulation.
For each simulation log file, we generate a dynamic connectivity graph. To do so, we
split each simulation log into 5 second rounds, and generate a (static) connectivity
graph for each round. (Recall that in the beaconing protocol. nodes broadcast only
once every five seconds. so the connectivity graph will only change every 5 seconds).
3Specifically, the simulation duration only affects transient connectivity, as discussed in Section
2.2.2. We want to see at what network size transient connectivity begins to plateau.
A connectivity graph consists of nodes connected by directed edges. Packets sent
during a round define the edges that appear in the corresponding connectivity graph.
Every node represents a taxicab. In a connectivity graph, an edge is drawn from node
X to node Y if Y received a packet from X at some point in the corresponding round.
A dynamic connectivity graph is comprised of many static connectivity graphs, one
for each round of the simulation.
2.2.1 Max Connected Component
The max connected component metric seeks to measure snapshot connectivity, or the
connectivity at a given round r. The maximum connected component of a graph is
defined as the largest set of nodes such that every pair of nodes in the set is connected
in the graph. As mentioned above, each simulation generated a dynamic connectivity
graph. Each 5 second round of this dynamic connectivity graph corresponds to one
static connectivity graph. For each network size, we took the dynamic connectivity
graphs generated by the 15 minute simulations and calculated the maximum con-
nected component size for every round of each dynamic connectivity graph. Figure
2-1 shows CDFs of the maximum connected component sizes for 802.11a and 802.11p
simulations with varying network sizes.
Comparing Figure 2-1(a) to Figure 2-1(b), it is immediately apparent that the
sizes of the max connected components are much larger for 802.11p than 802.11a.
This is most likely because the range of 802.11p is 350m while the 802.11a range is
130m.
As for the 802.11p simulations, the mnedian size of the max connected component
for network sizes 100 and 200 are larger than half of the network. Specifically, the
median size of the max connected component is about 60 cars out of 100 total cars
and about 140 cars for 200 total cars. However, it is clear that there is never global
connectivity. For all three network sizes, 100% of the max connected components
were smaller than the network size. The maximum max connected component size
was 22. 81 and 178 for network sizes of 25. 100 and 200 respectively.
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Figure 2-1: Maximum Connected Component Size. This figure shows CDFs
of the maximum connected component size for 802.11a and 802.11p simulations with
varying network sizes.
2.2.2 Reach
Since the topology of vehicular networks is changing rapidly, we will also consider
transient connectivity in our dynamic connectivity graphs. Transient connectivity is
a superset of connectivity., and two nodes are transiently connected if a path exists
between them over time. The concept of transient connectivity is best illustrated
with an example. Consider a dynamic connectivity graph with four nodes, A, B, C
and D. Suppose there is a directed edge from B to C at round 1. (This means that
taxicab C received a packet from taxicab B in the beaconing protocol simulation log
corresponding to this dynamic graph.) At round 2, there is a directed edge from
A to B and one from C to D. After round 2, B is transiently connected to D, but
A is not transiently connected to C. Cornejo et. al. introduce the reach metric to
quantify transient connectivity [11). In a dynamic connectivity graph, the reach of a
given node X is defined as the number of nodes X is transiently connected to. In our
example, A is transiently connected to B. and B is transiently connected to C and D,
so A has a reach of 1 and B has a reach of 2.
For each dynamic connectivity graph, we calculate one reach value for each node
in the graph. Figure 2-2 presents CDFs of reach for 802.11p and 802.11a at different
network sizes and with varying simulation times. Overall, the 802.11p simulations
showed higher transient connectivity across all the network sizes and times, indicating
that the higher transmission range helps. Even if the 802.11a simulations had been
evaluated with longer simulation durations, it is not clear from the graphs that this
would result in the high levels of transient connectivity exhibited in the 802.11p
simulations.
Observing Figure 2-2(d) and Figure 2-2(f), the 10 and 15 minute simulations
show higher connectivity than the 5 minute simulations. It seems that connectivity
increases sharply between 5 and 10 minutes and then more gradually from 10 minutes
to 15 minutes. We also note in Figure 2-2(f) that roughly 90% of the cars had a
reach set of at least 180 after 10 minutes. This percentage grows to 95% after
15 minutes. This indicates that algorithm designers could exploit the near-global
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Figure 2-2: Reach. This figure shows CDFs of reach for 802.11a and 802.11p con-
nected networks. The network sizes and simulation durations vary. 802.11p exhibits
superior reach values for all network sizes and simulation durations compared to
802.11a.
transient connectivity by having cars remember relevant data and continue to send
it out for up to 15 minutes.
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2.2.3 Link Duration
A third aspect of connectivity is link duration, or how long links last between cars.
Link duration data is valuable, as it provides a guideline for communication round
length choice in vehicular protocols. For example. a handshake protocol which rc-
quires a long time to complete a handshake would perform poorly if cars were only
connected for a short time. as no handshake would have time to complete.
In order to compute link durations, we again begin with the dynamic connectivity
graph. At round 0. a link is established between node X and node Y if there is a
directed edge from X to Y in the static graph at round 0. The link is torn down if,
after a round. the next static connectivity graph no longer has an edge from X to Y.
In general, links are established at round r if no edge existed between two nodes at
round r-1 and one appears at round r. Links are torn down at round r if an edge
existed between two nodes at round r-1 but no longer exists at round r. The link
duration is defined as the time from link establishment to link teardown.
For example, consider a dynamic graph with three nodes, A, B and C. At time 0,
there is an edge from A to B. At time 5, there is still an edge from A to B, but also
an edge from B to C. Then, at time 10, there are no edges. This graph produced a
link from A to B with link duration 10, and a link from B to C with link duration
5. Link duration is rounded up to the next highest multiple of round length, in this
case. 5.
We measure the link duration of every link and treat that as a data point. Each
simulation has a varying number of links and so produces a varying number of data
points. The simulations were run using the 15 minute traces to provide the largest
dataset of links.
Figure 2-3 shows CDFs of link duration for 802.11a and 802.11p. We note that
the curves are similar for all three network sizes because network size does not affect
the duration of a given pairwise link. The network size does affect the quantity of
such links, but because Figure 2-3 is a CDF, only percentages are shown and the
duration distributions are nearly identical.
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Figure 2-3: Link Duration. This figure shows CDFs of link duration for 802.11a and
802.11p. For each type of wireless connection, all CDFs are similar despite varying
network size because network size does not affect the duration of pairwise links.
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With 802.11a. roughly 70% of the links were 0 to 5 seconds, and for 802.111),
roughly 85% of the links were 0 to 5 seconds. This would indicate that any kind of
session-based communication between two cars would be unrealistic for either under-
lying physical layer.
Chapter 3
Trace Driven Synchronous
Protocol Simulator
This chapter presents TDSP-Sim, a trace driven synchronous protocol simulator de-
signed to simplify and speed up the task of evaluating synchronous round-based pro-
tocols for vehicular networks.
Simulating realistic protocols for vehicular networks can be time consuming using
packet-level simulators like ns-2, largely due to complicated simulations of the lower
layers of the stack. Even the simple beaconing protocols simulated in Chapter 2 were
very time consuming, due to the complex nature of the Nagakami Fading Model.
These experiments were run on a dual-core Intel Xeon CPU 2.80GHz with 1GB of
RAM running GNU/Linux. The 100 trial simulations with 200 cars running for 15
minutes took over 24 hours to complete.
Simulating packet content processing at the high-level protocol layer takes signif-
icantly less time than physical layer simulation. TDSP-Sim leverages this fact. We
begin with a mobility trace and run a beaconing protocol in ns-2 over this mobil-
ity trace. The output of this simulation is a simulation log which contains all the
connectivity information for every round of that simulation. We use this simulation
log as the input to TDSP-Sinm. For simulations of different protocols using the same
underlying vehicle mobility trace, this prevents the need to run full simulations of
the lower layers of the stack. which determine connectivity. Now, instead of modeling
the physical layer. TDSP-Sim generates a connectivity graph using the simulation log
and evaluates high level protocol events on top of this connectivity graph.
For example, using ns-2., simulating ten different protocols over the same mobility
trace requires ten slow simulations of the physical layer. In TDSP-Sim, to run ten
different protocols over the same underlying connectivity trace, we run one beaconing
protocol in ns-2 to obtain a full connectivity graph, and run ten protocols using TDSP-
Sim. Given that TDSP-Sin is 100x faster than ns-2, as described below, this is a
great improvement.
Simulator Time
ns-2 24+ hours
TDSP-Sim 4-15 mins
Figure 3-1: ns-2 vs. TDSP-Sim. Running 100 trials of the same protocol in ns-2
for 15 minutes with 200 cars is roughly a factor of a 100 times faster in TDSP-Sim
compared to ns-2. The same protocol which took 24+ hours in ns-2 ran in 15 minutes
in TDSP-Sim. Other protocols run in as little as 4 minutes.
Figure 3-1 sunnarizes the performance findings. By using the pre-generated
ns-2 output. running 100 trials of a 15 minute simulation with 200 cars (with no
large internal data structures) takes only 4 minutes. With simulations needing more
internal data structures. 100 trials of a 15 minute simulation with 200 cars takes up
to 15 minutes, roughly a factor of 100 faster than ns-2. The protocol with internal
data structures in TDSP-Sim was the same protocol which took 24+ hours in ns-2.
These simulations were run on a shared multi-user machine running GNU/Linux with
a 2.4GHz dual-core AMD Opteron 2216 Processor and 24GB of RAM.
In addition, TDSP-Simn is written entirely in python, shielding users from comupli-
cated debugging. Protocols written in ns-2 can be time consuming to debug because
there is a tel script to set up parameters while the protocol code at the node-level is
written in C++. Mixing Tel and C debugging quickly becomes complicated as users
must run nis-2 with gdb and call a tel debugger.
Section 3.1 provides the user with usage instructions for TDSP-Simn. Then, Sec-
tion 3.2 explains the implementation details. Finally, Section 3.3 examines a simple
protocol implemented using TDSP-Sinm.
3.1 Usage
In TDSP-Sin, the user implements a synchronous protocol as a python class. The
protocol is implemented from a centralized point of view. The user writes code to
simulate the events of one round of the protocol for all the nodes. In more detail,
TDSP-Sim interacts with user-code through two arrays. First, TDSP-Sim presents
to the user an array of messages received by every node. The user code specifies
how to process the received messages and generates an array of desired-to-send mes-
sages. Then, this array of desired-to-send messages is then passed back to TDSP-Sim.
TDSP-Sim uses ns-2 traces to determine which of the desired-to-send messages from
round r appear on the received messages array for round r+1.
Section 3.2 examines the code a user must write to implement a protocol. The
implementation of background, or non-user code, for TDSP-Sim is detailed in Section
3.3.
3.1.1 Implementing a Protocol
Class Prot:
2 def _ init_ (self, numnodes):
4 def round(selfmq):
6 def end(self)
Figure 3-2: Skeleton. This is the included code for prot .py, showing the methods
that the user must define.
TDSP-Sim aims to provide the user with a simlple interface. To implement basic
protocols, the user only needs to interact with one class, prot.py.
In order to implement a protocol, the user must fill in the skeleton code in class
prot. py. Figure 3-2 shows the skeleton code. There are three methods to fill in:
init 0, round() and end(). In the init () method, the user can initialize any global
data structures and perform all setup operations required before the simulation starts.
I def round(self, mq):
2 for msg in mq:
3 #fixed arguments
4 sender = msg[0]
receiver = msg[l1]
6 #user defined
7 vali = msg[21
8 val2 = msg[31
9
10 newq = []
11 for sender in range(0, self.numnodes):
12 receiver = self.ALL
13 vali = 1000
val2 = "apple"
newq.append([sender, receiver, valt, val2])
1(6
17 return newq
18
Figure 3-3: Message Queues. This sample code illustrates unpacking a message
and creating a desired-to-send messages queue in the round() method of the prot
class. Lines 3-8 are unpacking a message, and lines 12-15 show creating a message.
The messages in mnq will have the same structure as the messages created in the
round() method and added to newq. The first two arguments in each message are
fixed to be the sender and receiver, and the rest of the arguments are user-defined. In
this example, the user included two payload values with the message. Here, the user
could have defined any number of arguments of any data type. Messages can be any
length. Message contents can also be any data type, provided the first and second
arguments are always the sender and receiver.
In the round method. the user implements the behavior of all the nodes in one
round of the protocol. TDSP-Sin calls this method once for every round of the pro-
tocol. The input to round() is a queue of messages which were successfully received.
Each message in the queue has a sender and receiver node. In round(), the user can
go through these messages and process them. The output of the round method must
be an array of messages the user would like to send. The user knows nothing about
which nodes are connected to other nodes during the current round. TDSP-Simn
checks the desired-to-send messages against the connectivity graph. If the sender,
receiver pair are not connected. the message is discarded. In this way. TDSP-Sim
generates a queue of messages that would be successfully sent and received. This
queue of messages is the input to the next iteration of the round method.
A message is simply a python array. The first element in the message array is
the integer id of the node sending the packet and the second element is the integer
id of the node receiving the packet. The other classes in the framework rely on this
message convention. so the user cannot change this. In addition, these ids must be
nonnegative. The id number "--1" is reserved to mean broadcast. The user can specify
the other elements of the array as they wish. The message passed to the user in mq
will have the same structure as the messages in the queue returned by the user, as
illustrated in Figure 3-3.
TDSP-Sin calls endO after the simulation is complete. Here. the user has the
option to perform any data processing they would like to run after all rounds of the
simulation have finished. Anything this method returns is discarded, but anything
that is printed in end() will be sent to standard output.
3.1.2 Running a Protocol
There are three files necessary to run TDSP-Sirn: frame.py. cg.py and prot.py.
All three files must be in the same folder. TDSP-Siin takes as input the location of
us-2 output files. The input files to TDSP-Sim must have the same format as the set
of simulation log files produced by the beaconing protocol discussed in Section 2.2.
Each line of the simulation log files contains the following information: sending node,
receiving node. time. To run the simulation, the user types "python frame . py path
numnodes round-len stop", where path is the file path to a folder containing the
output files, numnodes is the number of nodes in the simulation. round-len is the
desired length of a round of the simulated protocol in seconds, and stop is the stop
time in seconds. The start time is assumed to be 0.
Ns-2 Trace Files. As mentioned, the first argument to frame.py is path, the
path to the folder of ns-2 output files. These output files are from pre-run ns-2
simulations. Other arguments to frame.py are the number of trials, the stop time,
and the number of nodes in the simulation. The bulleted list below summarizes how
each of these simulation parameters must correspond to values in the trace files.
" The number of trials TDSP-Sim will run is equal to the number of trace files in
the folder specified by path. If there are 10 traces in the folder, the results of
10 trials will be output to the user.
* The stop time of the simulation must be less than or equal to that of the trace
files. For example, a user can run a 5 minute python simulation based on a 15
minute ns-2 trace file, but not vice versa.
" The number of nodes in the python simulation should be greater than or equal
to the number of nodes in the ns-2 trace files to operate without error. This
is because the python simulator allocates an array with a length equal to the
number of nodes passed to frame.py, and it expects a space to exist for every
car it encounters in an input trace. Running a 25 node python simulation with
a 100 node trace file will result in python errors. Running a 100 node python
simulation with 25 node trace files will not result in python errors, but 75 of
the python simulated nodes will be unused.
* The round length can be set to any value less than the stop time of the simula-
tion. However, it is important to note the difference between the round length
specified by the user and the round length used in the ns-2 trace files. As dis-
cussed further in the next section, TDSP-Sim uses ns-2 output files to create a
connectivity graph for the nodes at each point in time. The ns-2 simulations
in Chapter 1 were run with a round length of 5 seconds, meaning that the con-
nectivity graph for the nodes changes every five seconds. Consider the example
of a graph where at time 0, nodes 1 and 2 are bidirectionally connected, and at
time 5. they are not connected. In a protocol with a user specified round length
of 2 seconds. nodes 1 and 2 would be able to successfully exchange 3 messages.
However in a protocol with a user specified round length of 3 seconds, only
two messages would be sent. This is because frame.py calls round() every
round-len seconds, where round-len is the user specified round length. When
round-len is 2. round() is called at time 0,2 and 4. When round-len is 3,
round() is called at 0, 3 and 6.
3.2 Architecture
There are three required python classes: cg.py. frame.py and prot.py. They are
summarized in Figure 3-4. The previous section discussed prot.py. where the user
defines the prototcol. This section details the other two files, cg.py and frame.py,
and how they are implemented. Understanding these classes, while not strictly nec-
essary for the user, is helpful when extending TDSP-Sim to add other functionality
(as explained in 3.3.1).
The cg Class. The cg.py file defines a python class which keeps track of the
connectivity graph information obtained from the ns-2 output traces. The cg class
has two important methods, update() and eval(). The update() method takes a
sender, receiver and time from the us output file and updates the connectivity state
to indicate that at time t. sender is connected to receiver. The eval () method takes
a message queue of desired-to-send messages from the prot class and checks them
against the internal connectivity graph. Each message has a sender and receiver. The
eval () method checks if sender and receiver are connected. If they are not, eval ()
discards the message. In this way, eval() returns an array of messages that would
be successfully sent. If receiver is set to broadcast (receiver id -1), eval () iterates
through every node the sender is connected to. creating a copy of the message for
each sender, receiver pair and adds it to the message queue.
The frame Script. The frame.py file contains a simple script which parses through
the folder of ns output files. For each ns output file, which corresponds to one trial
of the simulation, the frame script creates one instance of the cg class and the prot
class. The frame script iterates from 0 seconds to stop seconds., incrementing by
round-len seconds. During each iteration., it parses through the ns output file, calling
cg's update() method to update the connectivity state. The script starts with an
empty message queue which it passes to prot's round() method. The output of
round() is the desired-to-send message queue, which is then passed to cg.eval(),
which returns an array of successfully received messages. This array of messages will
be the input to round() in the next iteration of the loop.
3.2.1 Extending TDSP-Sim
This basic framework is easily extensible. The user canl include other optional python
classes which provide more information and functionality. The basic framework for
these extension classes has three methods: init (), update () and some form of get().
The init () method sets up data structures and can open any corresponding input
files for reading. The update() method takes a time and updates internal state,
seeking forward in any files that must be parsed. This method is called exclusively
by the frame script, which keeps the internal state of this framework in sync with the
connectivity graph. Users must slightly modify frame. py to add extension classes in
this manner. First, the user must create an instance of the class. Also. the user must
pass the instance of the extension class to the round method of the protocol instance
if they wish to access extension methods in the protocol class. Figure 3-5 gives an
example.
Name of Class Purpose Type
framc.py keeps cg.py and prot.py in sync script
cg.py maintains connectivity graph per-sinulation instance
prot.py user-implemented protocol per-simulation instance
Figure 3-4: Summary of Required Python Classes. This table summarizes the
python classes necessary to implement and evaluate protocols using TDSP-Sim.
pos = cp.CP(numnodes, fpath)
for t in range(O,stop, roundlen):
6 mq = c.eval(p.round(mq,pos,t))
Figure 3-5: Extending frame.py. This figure gives an example of modifying
frame.py to add the extension class cp. The user must add line 1, which creates
a python instance of the sample class. The user must also modify line 6, adding that
instance of the sample class as an argument to the user-defined round method from
prot.py.
One example extension class we implemented, cp. fetches the current position of
a node at a specific time. The cp class reads in the ns-2 input mobility trace which
corresponds to the ns output trace that the frame script and the cg class use. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, the ns input files have taxicab data with the guarantee
that each taxicab updates its location at least once every 90 seconds. The current
position class uses the last reported location and the next reported location to linearly
interpolate current position at any time. This is implemented in a getpos() method.
The position object is passed from frame into the prot class, and the user can call
the getpos() method on this object. Similarly, the user can call getspeed() to get
the current speed of a car. (Figure 3-5 shows how to change frame. py to add the
cp. py extension.)
Another extension we implemenited, the dir class, fetches the direction of a car,
either towards or away from a fixed point. The dir class also uses the same ns-2 input
traces as the cp class to obtain direction information for each car. This extension is
used in the next chapter to determine whether a car is heading into or out of the center
of a city. This functionality is implemented in a different python class with similar
structure to the current position class (cp. py). Again, frame. py calls dir. update ()
to keep the state in sync with the connectivity graph. The "dir" or direction object
is passed directly to the prot class, where the user can call a getHeading() method
to get the heading of a node.
3.3 Case Study
This section presents a simple example protocol implemented using TDSP-Sim.
Code for the protocol is shown in Figure 3-6. The protocol implemented deter-
mines the one-hop reach of node number 1. Each round, node 1 broadcasts a packet.
We then keep a set of nodes which have received a packet from node 1. The size of
this set is the one-hop reach of node 1.
The init() method is for initializing global data structures which have a state
needed for more than one round. self . canreach is a python array which is going to
store all the nodes which have received a packet directly from node 1. The constant
for broadcasting is -1, defined as self .ALL in line 5 for readability. As mentioned in
Section 3.2, this constant is fixed to be consistent with the code in cg.py.
The round() method is called once per round by frame .py. The input to round
is mq., the message queue containing all received messages. The queue is a python
array of messages, which are also python arrays. The first argument is the sender and
the second argument is the receiver. Line 7 initializes a python array, newq, which is
meant to contain all the desired-to-send messages generated in this round. The loop
beginning on line 8 iterates through the message queue. Lines 9 and 10 pick out the
sender and receiver. Line 12 asserts that the sender is node 1. This assertion is always
true because node 1 is the only node which ever sends out packets. Lines 13 and 14
I Class Prot:
2 def __init__(self, numnodes):
3 self.canreach = []
4 self.ALL = -1 #broadcast address
6 def round(self, mq):
7 newq = []
s for msg in mq:
9 sender = msg[O]
10 receiver = msg[1]
11
12 assert(sender == 1)
13 if(receiver not in self.canreach):
'4 self. canreach. append(receiver)
15
16 newq.append([1, self.ALL])
17
18 return newq
19
20 def end(self):
21 print len(self.canreach)
Figure 3-6: Sample Protocol. The sample code in this figure defines a protocol
which calculates and returns the one-hop reach of node 1.
append the receiver to the list of unique nodes that node 1 can reach in one-hop.
Line 16 adds a broadcast message from node 1 to the desired-to-send queue, which
is returned in line 18. TDSP-Sim will compare this queue against the connectivity
graph and discard all messages that were not successfully received. The queue of
successfully sent messages will be the input to the next iteration of round().
The end () method is called at the end of each simulation by f rame . py. Its purpose
is to generate user output. This protocol measures the transient one-hop reach of node
1. which is equivalent to the length of the array self. canreach. printed in line 21.
The output of this protocol. the length of self .canreach, will be printed to
standard output.
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Chapter 4
Aggregation Protocols
This chapter studies the aggregation problem. This problem assumes a network of
cars capable of conmunicating in a local, ad hoc manner using short to medium range
wireless connections., such as those provided by Wi-Fi. All cars also have a long-range
connection with the ability to connect to central infrastructure (for example, a 3G
internet connection). Each car has a token of information to submit to a central
server. The cars execute an aggregation protocol for a fixed amount of tine. During
this time, they can offload their tokens to other cars or absorb tokens from other
cars. In this manner, tokens from the network are aggregated to a smaller number
of cars. At the end of this time, those cars posessing tokens upload them using their
long range connections. Aggregation protocols aim to minimize the number of cars
uploading tokens to the server while attempting to preserve the number of tokens
sent.
This chapter simulates a number of aggregation protocols using TDSP-Sim in
combination with the standard set of ns-2 simulation logs described in Section 2.2.
We evaluate the performance of these protocols using three metrics: aggregation
factor, unique tokens, and total tokens. We refer to the number of cars ultimately
transmitting to the server as the aggregation factor. The count of unique tokens is
equal to the number of unique cars whose tokens were submitted to the server. The
count of total tokens is simply equal to the number of tokens submitted to the server,
some of which may be repeat token values from the same car. The goal is to minimize
the aggregation factor while keeping the total token count and unique token count as
close as possible to the total number of cars in the network.
Section 4.1 details the motivation behind exploring aggregation protocols. Section
4.2 examines three different implementations of a simple aggregation protocol and
analyzes their performance. Section 4.3 details the implementation and performance
of several advanced aggregation protocols.
4.1 Motivation
The Cabspotting project [6] monitors San Francisco's yellow cabs. Each car is
equipped with a GPS device. Every minute or so, each car transmits its cab number,
location, and whether or not it is occupied. This information is sent to a central re-
ceiving server. Suppose the central server was only interested in cab occupancy, and
this was the only value the cars were reporting. Cab occupancy is a number, either
0 or 1. In a network of n cars, ii integers would be sent to the central server. This
is superflous, as the occupancy count is easy to aggregate. The occupancy of one car
is an integer value, as is the occupancy count of any number of cars. The occupancy
of n cars can be summarized with two integers, n. the number of cars itself, and the
total occupancy cost. After executing an aggregation protocol, the same information
can be sent in as few as 2 integers rather than n integers.
Applying aggregation protocols to the San Francisco network would condense
information about cab occupancy to a small number of cars, reducing the 3G com-
munication cost. WiFi communication between the cars is free, but industry trends
suggest unlimited 3G plans are disappearing. Communication costs are directly pro-
portional to 3G use, so reducing the amount of 3G communication would be cheaper
for the taxicab companies. It is more efficient if all cars transmit occupancy data
to their neighbors using Wi-Fi, and only a fraction of cars transmit to the server on
their neighbors behalf. Less 3G communication also means the cab company would
require fewer servers to receive real-time data.
4.2 Simple Aggregation Protocols
This section examines different implementations of a simple aggregation protocol.
There are 200 total cars, each with a unique integer id. All cars start out as
active. When two cars are in range of each other, they exchange messages. One
car emerges the leader. agreeing to transmit the other car's data, and the other
car becomes inactive. This process continues, in the following simulations, for five
minutes. The best possible protocol would have the fewest number of active cars, or
smallest aggregation factor, at the end of five minutes.
One way to choose a leader between two cars is to compare the unique integer ids
and decide that the car with the larger id will be the leader. Because ids are essentially
assigned at random to cars at the beginning of a simulation, this aggregation factor
resulting from this strategy will be equivalent to a strategy which chooses a leader
at random from between the two cars, provided the two strategies require the same
number of message exchanges to complete. There are still many ways to exchange
messages in order to choose leaders. The problem is that committing to the transfer
of a token is difficult in a model with unstable links. In this section. we examine three
possibilities of message exchanges for token handoff.
4.2.1 Keep
The Keep aggregation protocol works as follows. Every car is assigned a unique integer
id. All cars start out as active. There are two types of messages, TOKEN messages
and BEQUIET messages. Each round, all active cars broadcast the tokens they are
responsible for via a TOKEN message. When a car receives a TOKEN message, it
compares its id to the sending cars id. If the receivers id is greater than the sender's,
the receiver incorporates the sender's token into the set of tokens it is responsible
for (and by extension. subsequent TOKEN messages). Then, the receiver sends a
BEQUIET message to the sender. When any car receives a BEQUIET message, it
marks itself as inactive and stops sending TOKEN messages. Inactive cars do not
send BEQUIET or TOKEN messages. In this protocol. TOKEN messages are always
broadcast while BEQUIET messages are unicast.
This version of the protocol errs on the side of data redundancy. Consider a
situation with three stationary cars 1. 2 and 3. They are in left to right order: 2 1 3.
Car 2 and car 3 are not in communication range of each other, but 1 is within range
of both. At time 0, car 1 will send a TOKEN message to both cars, which record its
data and both reply with BEQUIET signals. 1 is now inactive, but two cars have l's
token and 1 will be double counted when 2 and 3 report to the server at the end of
5 minutes.
4.2.2 Drop1
The Dropi aggregation protocol works as follows. There are two types of messages,
CANHAV and TOKEN. All cars start out broadcasting CANHAV messages, asking
for tokens. If a car receives a CANHAV message from a sender with a higher id than
it. the car replies with a TOKEN message and marks itself inactive. Inactive cars do
not send CANHAV messages, nor do they reply to CANHAV messages with TOKEN
messages. TOKEN messages are only sent as responses to CANHAV messages. As a
result, when a car receives a TOKEN message, it incorporates the token it received
into the set of tokens it is responsible for and subsequent TOKEN messages. In
this protocol, CANHAV messages are always broadcast, while TOKEN messages are
always unicast.
This version of the protocol errs on the side of data loss. Consider a situation
with two moving cars, I and 2. 1 receives a CANHAV from 2. 1 then replies with a
TOKEN message and marks itself inactive. At this point., if 2 is now out of range,
it will never receive 1's TOKEN message. 1 is now inactive so it will never send a
TOKEN message to any other car. 1's information will never reach the server.
4.2.3 Drop2
The Drop2 aggregation protocol works as follows. There are three types of messages,
TOKEN, BEQUIET and UWIN. All cars begin active, broadcasting their TOKEN
messages. When an active car receives a TOKEN message from a sender with a lower
id, it responds with a BEQUIET message. It stores the token. but does not consider
itself responsible for transmitting it to the server. When an active car receives a
BEQUIET message, it replies with a UWIN message. When an active car receives a
UWIN message, the receiving car becomes responsible for the token of the sending car.
It is only after the UWIN message that the receiving car incorporates the sending car's
token into the set of tokens it is responsible for and subsequent TOKEN messages. In
this protocol, TOKEN messages are always broadcast, while BEQUIET and UWIN
messages are unicast to specific receiver cars.
This version of the protocol also errs on the side of data loss, but requires one
message more than Drop1 requires between two cars before a token can be lost. As
shown in the next section, adding this extra step leads to significant performance
enhancement. Consider a case with 2 moving cars., car 1 and car 2. Car 1 sends its
token to 2, and 2 replies with a BEQUIET message and then drives away. Car 1 marks
itself inactive and sends a UWIN message to 2. 2 never receives 1's UWIN message,
because 2 has driven out of range. In this case. 1 is inactive and Is information will
never reach the server.
4.2.4 Results
Each protocol described above was evaluated using TDSP-Sim in conjunction with
the standard set of simulation logs described in Section 2.2. Each trial used 200 cars,
a round length of 1, and a simulation length of 300 seconds. 100 trials were evaluated
for each protocol.
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Figure 4-1: Aggregation Factor. This figure plots the aggregation factor CDF for
the three protocols Dropi, Drop2 and Keep. Drop2 and Keep's plots overlap exactly.
Aggregation Factor. The first metric used to evaluate these protocols examines
the aggregation factor. or remaining number of active cars, at the end of five minutes.
Note that Drop2 and Keep have the same aggregation factor over all trials. This is
because in both Drop2 and Keep, the process to mark a car inactive is exactly the
same. If car A has a lower id than car B and car B receives a TOKEN message
from car A, car B replies with a BEQUIET message. If car A receives that message,
it marks itself inactive. While the aggregation factor indicates the number of cars
ultimately submitting tokens to the server, it does not capture information about
the set of tokens sent to the server. Drop2 and Keep may have the same aggregation
factor, but what is ultimately sent to the server differs greatly in both these protocols.
Figure 4-1 shows that the Drop1 protocol has a smaller aggregation factor, or
more inactive cars, than Drop2 and Keep. Over all the trials, the median aggregation
factor is 25 for Drop1. but 49 for Drop2 and Keep. The smaller aggregation factor
a protocol has, the more efficient it is. In the context, of the San Francisco cabs, a
protocol which uses less 3G bandwidth is cheaper. In Drop2 and Keep, two messages
need to be sent and received for a car to become inactive. On the other hand. in
Drop1, only one message needs to be sent for a car to become inactive, explaining
why Drop1 has more inactive cars. The downside of this aggressive dropping is that
some tokens inay be lost altogether.
Unique Tokens. Every car has a token which it sends out to neighbor cars. In
some cases. cars send out their tokens to multiple neighbors, and more than one
neighbor can consider itself responsible for the same inactive car's data. At the end
of five minutes, active cars submit all tokens they have to the central server. A single
car's token can be sent to the server multiple times. The purest measure of how much
information was sent to the server is to count each car's token only once, regardless of
how many times it was actually sent to the server. This metric measures the number
of unique tokens. For example, if the server recieves two copies of car A's token and
three copies of car B's token, the server received 5 total tokens but only 2 unique
tokens.
In the Keep protocol. the server will always receive all 200 unique tokens. This is
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Figure 4-2: Number of Unique Tokens. This figure plots the number of unique
tokens sent to the central server by Drop1, Drop2 and Keep at the end of 5 minutes.
Keep redundantlv transmits packets and so sends all 200 unique tokens to the server
at least once. Drop1 and Drop2 both err on the side of dropping packets, but Dropi
drops more aggressively.
because there is no way for a token to be dropped. A
receives a BEQUIET message, confirming that another
will be responsible for submitting it to the server. As
4.2.3, it is possible to lose tokens in Drop1 and Drop2,
tokens can be less than 200.
car will only go inactive if it
car has received its token and
detailed in Section 4.2.2 and
and so the number of unique
Figure 4-2 examines the number of unique tokens sent to the server at the end
of 5 minutes. The Keep protocol does not drop tokens, so in every single trial of
the protocol, the server receives all 200 unique tokens. Dropi performs significantly
worse than Drop2. In over 90% of the trials, Dropi lost over 75% of the tokens, as
shown in Figure 4-2. In contrast, Drop2 lost less than 25% of the tokens in 50% of
simulations. Drop2 has a median of 150 unique tokens sent to the server, but Drop1
has a median of only 39 unique tokens.
When Drop2 loses a token, it means that a car received a BEQUIET message,
went inactive, and replied to the sender with a UWIN message which the sender
fails to receive. Whenever Drop1 loses a token, it means a car received a CANHAV
message, and replied to the sender with a TOKEN message which the sender fails to
receive. In Drop2. a dropped UWIN message results in data loss, and in Drop1, a
dropped TOKEN message results in data loss. No other single dropped messages will
affect the final number of unique tokens sent to the server. In both these protocols,
token loss is the direct result of a single dropped message.
The probability of dropping one message is the same across all protocols. The fact
that Drop1's performance is much worse than Drop2's indicates that performance is
not purely proportional to the probability of dropping one message. In Drop2. before
a token can be lost., two messages (TOKEN and BEQUIET) must have been received.
In Drop1, only one message (CANHAV) needed to be received. If two messages are
sent and received between A and B, a packet from A is more likely to be received by
B than if only one message has been received by A from B. This fact is responsible
for Drop2's superior performance, as the next section explains in detail.
Directional Links. We represent each simulation log as a dynamic connectivity
graph. A dynamic connectivity graph is comprised of static connectivity graphs for
every round of the protocol. In a static connectivity graph, each car is a vertex. A
directed edge exists from A to B if B received a packet from A. For every pair of
vertices A and B in the graph, there are three possiblities for connection status.
1. No Link: There are no edges between the two vertices.
2. Unidirectional Link: There is exactly one directed edge between the two vertices,
either from A to B or B to A, but no edge back.
3. Bidirectional Link: There are two directed edges between the two vertices, one
from A to B and one from B to A.
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Figure 4-3: Fraction of Bidirectional Links Among All Links. This graph
shows a CDF examining the fraction of Bidirectional Links among all the links. Each
link corresponds to one edge or pair of edges drawn in one static connectivity graph,
which is a snapshot connectivity graph corresponding to one round of a dynamic
connectivity graph. One dynamic connectivity graph corresponds to one simulation
trial.
Figure 4-3 examines the percentage of bidirectional links among all the links. Each
link corresponds to one edge or a pair of edges from one static connectivity graph,
which is a snapshot connectivity graph corresponding to one round of a dynamic
connectivity graph. The median percentage of bidirectional links is 22%. In other
words, in 50% of the static connectivity graphs, over 78% of links at any given time
only went one way. This explains why Drop1 performed so much worse than Drop2.
Since bidirectional links are rare, it is highly likely that A can send a CANHAV
packet to B, and B can go inactive and reply with a TOKEN packet that A will never
receive. On the other hand, if A arid B have exchanged 2 messages, a bidirectional
link is more likely to exist. If a bidirectional link exists, A's response will be received
safely and no data loss will occur.
These results suggest that knockout protocols should have multiple rounds to
avoid losing tokens. Multiple rounds are necessary to ascertain the presence of a
bidirectional link.'(Another approach would be to use link-layer acknowledgements,
which are not implemented in TDSP-Sim.)
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Figure 4-4: Total Number of Tokens. This figure plots the total nunber of tokens
sent to the central server by Dropi, Drop2 and Keep at the end of 5 minutes. Since
Drop1 and Drop2 do not redundantly transmit packets, their graphs are the same as
in Figure 4-2. Keep redundantly transmits packets to the server, and this plot counts
the total number of tokens sent.
'Here, we note the potential for simulation artefacts using TDSP-Sim. Every lost token in Drop2
corresponds to an interesting simulation situation. Section 1.2.2 points out that the round length
of the connectivity graph is 5 seconds, but these simulations were evaluated with a round length
of 1 second. Given that it takes only 3 seconds to complete one round of the Drop2 protocol, it is
surprising at first glance that. the Drop2 protocol drops packets. The fact is, Drop2 drops packets
when there are back to back unidirectional links. If, at any given time, a bidirectional link exists,
both Drop1 and Drop2 will not drop packets in that exchange, because the bidirectional link will
exist for 5 seconds, but Drop1 and Drop2 take less than 5 seconds to complete a full token exchange.
However if at time 5, A is connected to B and sends a TOKEN, then at time 6, B is connected to
A but A is not connected to B, then A will receive the BEQUIET and go inactive at time 7, but B
will not receive A's UWIN, and the token will be lost.
Using this simulation setup. a 5 second connectivity graph and 1 second rounds, requiring 3 back
and forth messages before sending a token would confirm the presence of a 5 second bidrectional
link. This would result in no token loss, but it would be an artefact of the simulation environment
and not a realistic result.
# Tokens # Unique Tokens Aggregation Factor
Dropi 39 39 24
Drop2 150 150 49
Keep 200 715 49
Figure 4-5: Median Statistics for Simple Aggregation Protocols. This ta-
ble shows the median number of total tokens. unique tokens and aggregation factor
resulting from 5 minute simulations of the Drop1, Drop2, and Keep protocols.
Total Tokens. Figure 4-4 shows the total number of tokens sent to the server at the
end of five minutes. Drop1 and Drop2 sent the same total number of tokens as unique
tokens. In other words, every token sent by Drop1 and Drop2 was unique. This is
because of the structure of the protocols. When an active car in Drop1 receives a
CANHAV, it immediately sends out its token and goes inactive. It will not respond
to any subsequent CANHAV messages. When an active car in Drop2 receives a
BEQUIET, it does the same. This behavior ensures that a car never sends its token
to more than one car, so no tokens are duplicated. On the other hand, in Keep, cars
broadcast their tokens until they receive a BEQUIET, meaning that tokens can be
stored by multiple leaders.
Over 100 trials of Keep. the number of tokens sent to the server ranged from a
minimum of 496 to a maximum of 1246. The median was 715, as shown in table 2.5.
This means that in 50% of cases, 72% of the information was redundant.
Conclusions. Either Drop2 or Keep is the protocol to use. A user would choose
Keep if they did not mind redundancy and Drop2 if they did not mind losing around
25% of the tokens. Drop2 may be better in most situations which only require ap-
proximate answers. In Keep, the user must also deal with parsing out redundant
information. In cases where the aggregate value cannot be decompressed to the in-
dividual tokens it was composed of, the data can not be relied upon to accurately
represent the 200 cars because some tokens can be overrepresented compared to oth-
ers.
4.3 Advanced Aggregation Protocols
The purpose of aggregation protocols. as discussed in Section 4.1, is to minimize the
number of active cars. This chapter specifically studies knock out style protocols.
In a knock out protocol, every time two cars enter into communication range of one
another. one car attempts to knock out the other car and make it inactive. This
attempt may fail, depending on the connectivity. In the previous section. we used id
numbers to decide which car gets knocked out. Because the id numbers are assigned
randomly, this yields results similar to randomly choosing one car to be the leader
every time two active cars interact. In this section, by contrast, we investigate other
criteria. Each protocol in this section implements a different method of choosing
which car. if any, gets knocked out when two cars interact with each other.
Here, we present a case where simply using id numbers as knockout criteria may
not yield optimal results. Any time two cars interact, one is knocked out. We use
the term interact to mean that two cars entered within conunnication range of each
other and successfully exchanged some number of messages. Consider two scenarios.
In scenario 1, car A interacts with car B and car B is knocked out. Car A remains
active and drives off, never seeing another car. Meanwhile, car B, now inactive,
drives into traffic and sees many other cars. At the end of 5 minutes, car B will be
inactive, and car A will be active, and will transmit to the server. In scenario 2. car
A interacts with car B and car A was knocked out. Car A, inactive, drives off and
does not see other cars. Meanwhile car B, still active, will interact with other cars.
It will either knock out other cars or be itself knocked out. Scenario 2 results in a
smaller aggregation factor at the end of 5 minutes than scenario 1. By this rationale,
a metric which would predict at time t which car will see more cars in the future and
knocks out the other car should perform better than a protocol which does knockouts
solely based on ids.
There are many possible predictors of a small aggregation factor, including: speed,
the number of packets a car has received. the number of unique cars a car has received
messages from, and whether the car is driving into or out of the city. Slower cars may
be able to finish message exchanges better while faster cars may see more cars. A car
which has interacted more in the past may be a taxicab circling a crowded portion
of the city. Another possibility is that cars headed into the city center will see more
cars than those headed out of the city center. A good predictor would result in a
fewer leaders than random choice.
4.3.1 General Protocol Structure
The general protocol used in this section is similar to the Keep protocol described in
Section 4.2.1. As noted in Section 4.2.4, Keep always results in the same aggregation
factor as Drop2. Since the only performance metric used in this section is the ag-
gregation factor, we used Keep instead of Drop2 for ease of implnmentation. We did
not consider Drop because it results in artificially low aggregation factors because of
excessive token loss.
The general protocol we study works as follows. All cars start out as active. All
cars start out by broadcasting TOKEN messages. When car R receives a TOKEN
message from car S, it checks condition X. If condition X is true, car R replies
with a BEQUIET message. When a car receives a BEQUIET message, it becomes
inactive.
We evaluated 10 variations of the general protocol, each with a different condition
X, listed below.
Condition X:
e ldr: Car R's id is greater than S's id
e ldrrev: Car R's id is less than S's id.
e speed: Car R is going faster than car S
" speed-rev: Car R is going slower than car S
" nunicars: Car R has seen more unique cars than car S
" numcars-rev: Car R has seen fewer unique cars than car S
" numpkts: Car R has received more packets than car S
" numpkts-rev: Car R has received fewer packets than car S
e inout: Car R is headed IN and Car S is headed OUT (directions with respect
to the center of the city)
" inout-rev: Car R is headed OUT and car S is headed IN
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Figure 4-6: CDFs of Aggregation Factor for 10 variations of
Knockout Protocol.
Aggregation
The aggregation factor results are based on 100 simulations of 300 seconds. As
before. the simulations were evaluated using TDSP-Sim and the standard set of ns-2
simulation log files described in Section 2.2. Each simulation had 200 cars and a
communication round length of 1 second. Figure 4-6 plots CDFs of the aggregation
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factor for all 10 variations of the aggregation protocol. Figure 4-7 is a summary chart
which lists the mediai aggregation factor for all the protocols. Numpkts, numcars
and speed result in smaller aggregation factors than ldr, the random baseline. All
other protocols perform worse than random choice.
# Leaders
numpkts 43
numcars 45
speed 47
ldr-rev 48
ldr 49
numpkts-rev 51
speed-rev 51
numcars-rev 56
inout-rev 67
inout 76
inout-tb 44
Figure 4-7: Median Aggregation Factor. This table shows the median aggregation
factor for 10 variations of the aggregation knockout protocol.
It is obvious from Figure 4-6 that the protocols inout and inout-rev perform
significantly worse than the other protocols. Fewer cars become inactive. This is
because in many cases, cars are going in the same direction as the other cars in their
range. For example, in a four lane highway situation, all a car's neighbors have the
same heading. With two cars going in the same direction, all other protocols would
knock one out, but inout does not.
I implemented another protocol, inout-tb, which operates like inout-rev unless
both cars are headed in the same direction. The inout-tb protocol breaks ties when
cars are going in the same direction using the numpkts condition. The car which
has seen fewer packets is knocked out. However, as shown in Figure 4-7, it does not
perform better than the pure numpkts protocol.
Also, inout-rev performs better than inout. In other words, knocking out cars
heading into the city center results in worse performance than knocking out cars
heading out. This is because the cab traffic does not have one center. but rather
many centers in different neighborhoods.
Difference Metric. The random baseline protocols, ldr-rev and ldr, have medians
of 48 and 49 respectively. Since id number assignment is random. it makes sense that
choosing a higher id number or lower id number would not affect the aggregation
factor. In Figure 4-6, the ldr-rev and ldr protocol graphs are overlapping, indicating
that the aggregation factor distribution is largely the same.
If a protocol and its complement have similar mledian aggregation factors, it means
that the parameters used for knockout decisions do not directly affect the aggrega-
tion factor. For example, high or low id numbers. Figure 2-8 shows the difference in
median aggregation factor between each protocol and its complement. Speed seems
to affect the protocol outcome the least, with a difference of 4. In other words, during
a message exchange, knocking out the slower car will result in a similar final aggre-
gation factor as knocking out the faster car. The other three parameters, the number
of packets a car has seen so far, the number of unique cars a car has seen so far. and
the car's heading, all have higher differences. Properties with high differences are
capturing some information about past and future connectivity which is correlated
to a given car's future effectiveness as an active car. As a result, using these parame-
tersas knockout criteria affects the final aggregation factor more strongly than using
randomly assigned id numbers.
Difference
numpkts 8
numcars 11
inout 9
speed 4
ldr 1
Figure 4-8: Differences. This chart shows the difference between median aggregation
factors of a protocol and its complement.
It is interesting to note that numpkts performs better than numcars. Numcars
has a greater difference in median aggregation factor than numpkts. This suggests
that the number of cars seen so far has a greater influence on the final aggregation
factor than the number of packets seen so far. However, using the number of packets
as a knockout condition results in a smaller aggregation factor than using the number
of cars.
Conclusion. The best protocols to use would be either nunpkts or numcars. These
protocols have a significant difference in median aggregation factor, implying that the
number of packets a car has seen so far and the number of cars a car has seen so far
are good indicators of which car will head into a crowded area. These protocols also
perform better than purely id number based protocols. However, the median gain is
5 tokens for numpkts and 3 tokens for numcars, which may be a negligible gain to
justify the extra bookkeeping required to implement these protocols. 2
2To get an idea of the number of duplicated tokens using Keep or the token losses using Drop2,
see the previous section. We omit reproducing these plots for clarity. Since both Keep and Drop2
have the same aggregation factor, the user can choose between data loss or redundance without
affecting the number of cars using long-range internet at the end of the simulation.
Chapter 5
Gateway Routing
This chapter studies the gateway routing problem. This problem assumes a network
of cars capable of conununicating in a local, ad hoc manner using short to medium
range wireless connections, such as those provided by Wi-Fi. In addition, a small
fraction of these cars also have a long-range connection with the ability to connect to
central infrastructure (for example. a 3G internet connection). Each car has a token
of information to submit to a central server. The cars which can connect to central
infrastructure are designated access points, as they are the only cars able to transmit
tokens to the server. Gateway routing protocols aim to send the maximum number
of tokens to the access points, and by extension the server.
This chapter simulates variations of gateway routing protocols using TDSP-Sin
in combination with the standard set of ns-2 simulation logs described in Section 2.2.
In each simulation, we randomly choose which cars are access points. We evaluate
the performance of each protocol based on its token count. defined as the number of
unique tokens sent to the server at the end of a five minute interval. The goal is to
achieve a token count as close as possible to the total number of cars in the network.
Section 5.1 details the motivation behind routing with a fixed number of access
points. Next, Section 5.2 lays out upper and lower bound baselines for token count,
used to evaluate the performance of later protocols. Then. Section 5.4 examines
and evaluates basic protocols for collecting tokens. Section 5.5 improves upon the
protocols laid out in 5.4.
5.1 Motivation
The motivating example for Chapter 4 was a network of cars which all had Wi-Fi as
well as 3G. The advanced aggregation protocols tested in the last chapter reported
a final number of active cars. As seen in Section 4.3, it required around 44 cars to
report the tokens of all 200 cars. The advanced aggregation protocols operated under
the restriction that every car is convinced its token will reach the server. Either the
car will submit its own token. or the car is convinced another car is responsible for
its token.
This chapter relaxes that restriction, instead aiming to collect as many tokens as
possible with a small number of access points. In fact. the protocols implemented in
this chapter set 10 access points among 200 cars. 10 is chosen because, as further
explained in Section 5.2, it provides a small number of access points necessary to be
outfitted with 3G hardware while allowing a large number of tokens to be sent to the
server.
Equipping only 10 cars with 3G vastly decreases costs compared to the previous
chapter, which equipped every car. Not only does this require 20 times fewer devices,
it also requires less bandwidth. Only 10 cars are consuming 3G bandwidth instead
of more than 40. Also, by fixing the number of access points, the number of servers
required is also fixed. It is not necessary to provision for fluctuating load.
5.2 Upper and Lower Bounds
Before examining protocols, it will be helpful to establish upper and lower bound
baselines. These bounds will provide a comparison point for the token counts from
protocols discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.
5.2.1 Upper Bounds
This section explores upper bounds for token count by simulating a protocol with
unlimited local bandwidth. In other words, there is no limit on message size. We
refer to this protocol as an upper bound because it is unrealistic to assume we will
be able to send messages of unlimited size over the wireless network.
First, we explore the inaxinum token count achievable with different numbers of
access points.
Protocol. Every car keeps a set of tokens it has received. At round 0, this set
contains each car's own token only. Each round. every car broadcasts the entire set
of tokens. When a car receives a message of tokens, it adds all new tokens to its set.
Every access point also keeps a set of tokens it has received. At the end of 5 minutes,
we calculated the length of the superset of tokens held by all the access points. This
is equal to the token count.
Results. For varying numbers of access points, we used TDSP-Sim to evaluate 100
simulations of 300 seconds with 200 total cars and a communication round length of I
second. Figure 5-1(a) shows the median token count, mean token count and standard
deviation as the number of access points varies. Figure 5-2(b) plots the median token
count vs. the number of access points. As the number of access points grows, the
standard deviation shrinks, and close to 200 tokens are received by the server at each
round. Even with 5 access points, the median token count is 165.
# APs Median Mean Std Dev
5 165 163.534 10.38
10 173 171.272 10.59
20 182 181.4 7.256
30 187 186.398 5.483
40 189 188.4756 5.495
50 191 190.942 4.251
60 193 192.204 3.224
70 194 193.388 2.975
80 194 193.922 2.957
90 196 195.184 2.875
100 196 195.825 2.106
(a) Upper Bounds. This table shows the median
token couit statistics at the end of 5 minutes. The
number of access points among the 200 total cars is
listed in the first column.
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(b) Median Token Count vs. # Access Points.
Figure 5-1: Token Count with Varying Number of Access Points
Bound Gateway Routing Protocol.
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Using 10 access points results in a mean token count of 171 with a standard
deviation of 10.6 and a maximum of 190. This means that with only 10 cars as access
points, up to 95% of the tokens are received by the server. Given that this chapter
emphasizes minimizing hardware costs while requiring good performance, we use 10
access points in the remainder of simulations for this chapter. After 10 access points,
doubling the number of access points doubles the hardware costs, but only increases
median token count, by 4%. The marginal performance gain only continue to decrease
as the number of access points increases.
5.2.2 Lower Bound
After choosing the number of cars to designate as access points, the next step is
to set a lower bound for performance. All protocols evaluated later in this chapter
should have a token count at least as high as the lower bound baseline to justify their
implementation instead of this simple lower bound protocol.
Protocol. Every round. each car broadcasts only its own token. Access points store
all tokens they receive. Access points only receive the tokens of cars they interact
with directly.
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Figure 5-2: Lower and Upper Bounds for Token Count with 10 APs. This fig-
ure shows CDFs of token count for lower and upper bound gateway routing protocols
with 10 access points.
Results. Over 100 trials, the median number of tokens sent to the server was 104.
Figure 5-2 shows CDFs of token ount for lower and upper bound gateway routing
protocols with 10 access points. In the upper bound protocol with 10 access points,
the median token count is 173.
All protocols evaluated further in this section should do at least as well as the
lower bound, and high performing protocols should approach the upper bound. In
other words, the CDF of token count should fall between the plots in Figure 5-2. With
message lengths closer to the lower bound, or only a few tokens long, ideal protocols
should approach upper bound level performance, or a median token count of 173.
5.3 Basic Round-Robin
In the lower bound protocol, each car is broadcasting only one token each round. The
natural next step is to send tokens other than one's own token. This section explores
three protocols of this type using several different message sizes.
In each protocol. each car keeps a sendq, a queue of tokens to send. The queue
is initially empty except for the car's own token. Every round, each car broadcasts
msglen tokens from the start of the sendq and moves them to the end of the sendq.
When a car receives a message of tokens from another car, it adds all new tokens to
the end of the sendq. In other words, if a token is already on the sendq, it will not
be added again. Access points keep track of all tokens they receive. Access points
can also send be-quiet messages which contain a list of the tokens they have received.
The main type of variation for these protocols is under what circumstances tokens
are removed from the sendq. The three variations of the protocol are listed below.
NOBQ: Round Robin with No Be-Quiet Messages. NOBQ is the simplest
protocol. Every round, each car broadcasts msglen tokens, going through the sendq,
and adds new tokens it has received from other cars. Access points send no messages,
but still keep track of all tokens they receive.
BQ: Round Robin with Be-Quiet Messages. In BQ. every round, access points
send be-quiet messages which contain lists of all cars they have received tokens from.
Every car has a sendq as well as a do-not-send list. When a car receives a be-quiet
message from an access point, it adds all the car ids in the be-quiet message to its
do-not-send list. Every round, each car broadcasts msglen tokens from the sendq
which are not in the do-not-send list and moves them to the end of the sendq.
Allowing access points to send be-quiet messages to neighboring cars helps those
cars filter out tokens the access point already knows about. This results in access
points learning about more new tokens.
BQF: Round Robin with Be-Quiet Forwarding. BQF is identical to BQ except
that the cars re-broadcast be-quiet messages they receive from access points.
If the number of cars in the network is known to every car, re-broadcasting does
not add much to the length of the message. When cars send out tokens, each token is
an integer value. In a network with 200 cars, be-quiet messages are simply 200 bits,
with a "1" in bit X if the access point has car X's token and a "0" otherwise.
Allowing cars to forward be-quiet messages increases the percentage of "new" to-
kens floating around in the network and lowers the number of redundant tokens. Now,
cars do not need to directly pass access points to clear redundant tokens from their
queue. As a result, all cars in the network, and most importantly those neighboring
the access points, not only send out fewer redundant tokens, but also have a larger
pool of "new" tokens to draw from. Both these factors result in an increased number
of "new" tokens being sent to the access points.
MSGLEN NOBQ BQ BQF
0 10 10 10
1 42 119 148
2 53 131 157
5 77 143 165
10 94 154 170
Figure 5-3: Basic Round Robin: Median Token Count. This table shows the
median number of tokens received by the server at the end of 5 minutes for three
variations of the Basic Round Robin protocol with varying message lengths.
5.3.1 Results
Using TDSP-Siin and the standard set of ns-2 simulation logs described in Section 2.2,
we evaluated 100 5-minute simulations for NOBQ, BQ and BQF. Each simulation had
200 total cars, 10 of which were access points. Figure 5-3 shows the median number
of tokens received by the server at the end of 5 minutes for the three protocols.
As expected. BQF has the best performance, followed by BQ and then NOBQ.
In each of these protocols, there is a maximum message length of msglen. making
message space limited and therefore valuable. In NOBQ, cars simply rotate through
the sendq., filling valuable message space with tokens the access point may have
already heard. In BQ, access points send out be-quiet messages listing tokens they
have already received. Nodes that directly interact with access points add these tokens
to their do-not-send lists. These cars reply to the access points with token messages
containing tokens the access points have not heard before. This increases the chance
of access points hearing more unique tokens than in NOBQ. BQF expands upon this
effect by having all cars forward be-quiet messages. Forwarding be-quiet messages
decreases the number of redundant tokens sent out by all cars. Again, cars in direct
contact with access points will not send redundant tokens. In addition, these cars
have a larger pool of new tokens to draw from, since all cars are now broadcasting
fewer redundant tokens. These two factors in BQF contribute to the access points'
chances of receiving new tokens.
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Figure 5-4: Basic Round Robin NOBQ and Lower Bound. This figure shows
the CDF of token count for NOBQ with msglen 1 and msglen 10, as well as the lower
bound baseline. Unexpectedly, NOBQ with msglen 10 shows lower token counts than
the lower bound baseline protocol.
NOBQ's Low Performance. NOBQ performs even worse than the lower bound
baseline. Figure 5-4 shows the CDF of token count for NOBQ with msglen 1 and
msglen 10, as well as the lower-bound baseline. Even NOBQ with msglen 10 performs
worse than the lower bound, which technically has a message length of only 1, since
each car broadcasts only its own token. It is unexpected that a protocol which allows
cars to broadcast 10 tokens per round performs worse than the lower bound, in which
cars broadcast only one token per round. As it turns out, these unexpected results are
explained by the underlying connectivity properties of the vehicular network. Here,
we begin by explaining the performance of the lower and upper bound protocols based
on the underlying connectivity in order to gain intuition about vehicular networks.
Then, we explain NOBQ's surprising performance.
The upper bound protocol with 10 access points managed to collect a median of
173 tokens. In the upper bound protocol, every car forwards every token it hears. In
this protocol, a token's chances of reaching an access point are proportional to the
corresponding car's reach. Here, the term reach has the same meaning as in Chapter
1. Figure 1-2(f) shows that after 5 minutes, 70% of cars reach over 160 other cars in
a network of 200 cars. There are 10 access points among the 200, and it is likely that
at least 1 of those cars appears in a car's 160 reachable cars. As a result, the upper
bound protocol performs well.
In the lower bound protocol, an access point receives tokens only from cars it
interacts with directly. In this case, a token's chances of reaching an access point are
proportional to the corresponding car's one-hop reach, or the graph shown in Figure
5-5.
In the lower bound baseline, every car broadcasts only its own token each round.
Each car's token is sent out exactly the same number of times., namely 300. since the
round length is 1 second and it is a 5 minute simulation. If the access points were
driving around randomly, each car's token would have an equal chance of reaching an
access point. In NOBQ. each car rotates through its send queue. As a result. a car's
chance of its token being sent out is proportional to the number of send queues it is
on. Because of the connectivity properties of these networks, some Car A may pass
all the cars while Car B may interact with only Car C. In the lower bound protocol,
both Car A and Car B have an equal chance of reaching an access point, because
their chances depend only on the probability that an access point car will drive by
them. In NOBQ, cars like Car A will be on all the car's sendqs, and will be sent to
the access point many times. On the other hand, Car B will be on only two sendqs:
it's own sendq, and Car C's sendq. However, if Car C also passed all the cars, Car
C's sendq will be full of tokens. When Car C passes an access point, the chances are
low that Car B's token will be on top of the sendq. In this way, tokens of cars like
car A will be sent to access points many times while tokens of cars like Car B will
never be sent. Cars like Car B have better chances with the lower bound protocol
than NOBQ even with msglen 10. As it turns out, the majority of cars are like Car
B, explaining why NOBQ performs so poorly. Figure 5-5 further explains this effect.
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Figure 5-5: One-Hop Reach. This figure presents a CDF of the number of unique
cars a given car successfully sends a packet to after 5 minutes if it sends out a packet
every round.
Figure 5-5 presents a CDF of one-hop reach. One-hop reach measures one-hop
direct interaction. To obtain this statistic, we evaluated a simple protocol in which
every round, each car broadcasts a packet with its id. Every car keeps a list of id
numbers it has received. At the end of five minutes, I counted the number of lists
each car's id appeared on. This indicates the number of cars a given car successfully
sent a packet to. Figure 5-5 presents a CDF of the number of successful sends for
each car. Almost 70% of the cars interact with fewer than 20 cars. while 10% of the
cars interact with more than 90 cars.
The main issue with Round Robin is that sonic tokens are being redundantly
sent out every round, because they appear on multiple queues, while other tokens are
rarely sent out. In the pure Round Robin protocol, each car broadcasts msglen tokens
from its sendq every round. Each car in the pure Round Robin protocol, described in
Section 5.3, treated every token on its sendq with equal priority. The more a token
is sent out. the higher its chances of being received by an access point. At round
r, there exists some distribution of cars on sendqs where cars in set A appear on
many more sendqs than cars in set B. A token's chance of reaching an access point is
proportional to the number of sendqs the token is on. If this were the upper bound
protocol. that number of sendqs the token is on in round r would be the only factor
influencing a token's chance of reaching an access point in round r. In Round Robin,
however, a token's chance of reaching an access point is also inversely proportional to
the total number of tokens on the same sendqs as that token. As a result. at round
r+1. the cars in set A are sent out more than the cars in set B. With NOBQ, there are
no be-quiet messages to stop the broadcasting of redundant tokens, and as a result,
the tokens from set A are broadcast more and more every round, swamping out the
tokens from set B. This happens every round, and by the end of five minutes, the
cars in set A have been sent out more every single round, and the cars in set B have
barely been sent out.
Figure 5-6(a) illustrates this swamping effect for NOBQ with Basic Round Robin.
We evaluated a simple simulation counting the number of times each car's token was
received by an access point. The swamping is most visible on NOBQ with msglen
1. 90% of cars' tokens are never received, and 3% of the tokens are received 200 to
1200 times. A small number of the tokens swamp the message space., preventing the
majority of tokens from reaching access points. The fix for this swamping effect is
the basis for the Selfish Round Robin protocol.
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Figure 5-6: Receive Counts for NOBQ. This figure shows CDFs of receive counts
for cars in NOBQ simulations with varying message lengths. The receive count is
equal to the number of times a given car's token was received by an access point.
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5.4 Selfish Round Robin
We found in the previous section that the Round Robin protocol performs poorly
because a small percentage of the tokens swamp the message queue real estate and
are sent to the access points redundantly while a large percentage of cars are barely
represented in message queues and are rarely sent to the access points. This section
presents the Selfish Round Robin protocol, which fixes this issue.
Protocol. In order to guarantee that tokens are more evenly distributed, cars in
Selfish Round Robin favor their own tokens. Each car keeps a sendq. as described
in Section 5.3. Unlike the basic round robin, the send queue starts out empty. The
first round, each car broadcasts its own token. When a car receives messages from
other cars. it adds all new tokens to the sendq. Every round, the car broadcasts its
own token and msglen - 1 tokens from the sendq, instead of msglen tokens from the
sendq as pure Round Robin had done. A car includes its own token until it receives
a be-quiet message, and then it sends msglen tokens froni the sendq.
5.4.1 Results
Using TDSP-Sim. we evaluated the three protocol variations, NOBQ. BQ and BQF,
using the Selfish Round Robin strategy.
Figure 5-6(b) shows the receive counts for Selfish Round Robin. As stated in
Section 5.3.2, the receive count indicates the number of times an access point receives
a given cars token. All tokens are sent out a maximum of 10 times, in contrast to
a maximum of 1200 times. The swamping effect disappeared with the simple fix of
having cars favor their own token. In Selfish Round Robin, the probability of a token
reaching an access point is in between the one-hop reach of the corresponding car
and the overall reach of the corresponding car, since each car favors its own token
but also broadcasts others it has received. This results in a very fair distribution of
receive counts.
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Figure 5-7: NOBQ: Round Robin and Selfish Round Robin. This figure graphs
CDFs of Token Count for the lower bound baseline protocol, Round Robin NOBQ
and Selfish Round Robin NOBQ for msglen 1 and msglen 10.
Figure 5-7 shows NOBQ Round Robin and NOBQ Selfish Round Robin with
msglen 1 and msglen 10. Selfish Round Robin clearly outperforms Basic Round
Robin. Selfish Round Robin with msglen 1 is equivalent to the lower bound protocol.
In Selfish Round Robin, cars include their own token in broadcast messages until they
receive a be-quiet message. However, in NOBQ, there are no be-quiet messages, so
cars will always broadcast their own token. So in Selfish Round Robin NOBQ with
msglen 1. cars only ever broadcast their own token, exactly like the lower bound
protocol. In Figure 5-7, the two graphs for Lower Bound and NOBQ SRR 1 overlap
but do not overlap exactly. This is because the access points are chosen at random
out of the 200 cars for each trial. This results in slightly different distributions for
each simulation. Selfish Round Robin NOBQ with msglen 10 performs better than
the lower bound. This is expected. since each car favors its own token, but also sends
other tokens it has heard.
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Figure 5-8: Round Robin vs. Selfish Round Robin : All Protocols. This
figure graphs the Token Count vs. Message Length for all varations of Round Robin
and Selfish Round Robin protocols.
Figure 5-8 graphs token count vs. msglen for NOBQ, BQ and BQF using Basic
Round Robin and Selfish Round Robin. Selfish Round Robin results in the most
performance gains for NOBQ, since there are no be-quiet messages to lessen the
swamping effect. There are still performance gains using Selfish Round Robin for the
BQ protocol, because the swamping effect is still active in cars not directly interacting
with access points, since they do not receive the be-quiet messages. Forwarding the
be-quiet messages essentially wipes out the swamping effect, and using Selfish Round
Robin with BQF only results in a mild performance gain.
Figure 5-9 shows the median token count for the three
Selfish Round Robin. Again, as expected, BQF performs
performs better than NOBQ. due to reasons discussed in
msglen 5 reaches a median token count of 167, while BQF
protocol variations with
better than BQ, which
Section 5.3. BQF with
with msglen 10 reaches
MSGLEN NOBQ BQ BQF
0 10 10 10
1 104 138 152
2 105 144 160
5 115 153 167
10 122 159 170
Figure 5-9: Selfish Round Robin: Median Token Count. This table shows the
median number of tokens received by the server at the end of 5 minutes for three
variations of the Selfish Round Robin protocol with varying message lengths.
a median token count of 170. These values are very close to 173, the median token
count for the upper bound protocol with 10 access points.
Conclusions. We can conclude that Selfish Round Robin with BQF is a very useful
and effective protocol, which uses small message sizes to send a near-maximal number
of tokens. Withonly 10 access points and messages including only two tokens at a
time. the server receives 75% of tokens. With messages including ten tokens, the
server receives 90% of the tokens.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis presented connectivity analysis for vehicular networks, an efficient sim-
ulator for round-based protocols, and simulation results evaluating the performance
of aggregation and gateway routing protocols for vehicular networks. This chapter
reviews the contributions of this thesis and summarizes important findings.
Connectivity Analysis. This thesis began by evaluating the connectivity of net-
works using the newer DSRC communication channels by comparing the newer 802.11p
to the more conventional 802.11a. We found that 802.11p exhibits superior transient
connectivity as well as snapshot connectivity in sparse as well as dense networks.
While we found that there is never global connectivity., the results are certainly
promising. Using 802.11p with a network size of 200 cars, over half the cars were
connected to each other during any given round of the protocol in over 92% of the
rounds. As for transient connectivity, over 95% of the cars were transiently connected
to at least 90% of the network. These transient connectivity results predicted the ex-
cellent performance of the gateway routing protocols presented in this thesis, where
cars rely on transient connectivity to forward their packets to access points. Similar
protocols relying on transient connectivity would also result in good performance over
vehicular networks.
TDSP-Sim. Chapter 2 of this thesis presented TDSP-Sim, a trace-driven syn-
chronous protocol simulator. TDSP-Sim is especially useful for round-based protocols
which are easy to visualize and implement from a global perspective. The user simply
specifies events and event processing that occur within one round rather than having
to define event processing at the node level and event occurences in a separate simu-
lation script, like in ns-2. TDSP-Siin is successful in speeding up protocol evaluation
times by a factor of 100 for dense networks as compared to ns-2.
We also generated a set of 900 TDSP-Sin input traces which required a significant
amount of data processing. as described in Chapter 1. We hope this tool as well as
the pre-generated input traces can be used by others for the rapid evaluation of
round-based protocols for vehicular networks.
Aggregation and Gateway Routing Protocols. Chapter 4 of this thesis ex-
plored aggregation protocols with the aim of reducing internet consumption costs
accrued when transmitting data to the server. The aggregation problem assumes
every car has a token of information to submit to a central server. Normally, every
car would need to submit its own token to the server. After running an aggregation
protocol over networks of 200 cars, only around 45 cars are necessary to transmit the
information of all the cars in the network. In only 5 minutes, an aggregation protocol
reduced bandwidth costs by a factor of 4 when tokens aggregated at the same car can
be combined into one value.
Perhaps the most significant findings of this thesis are discussed in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 examined gateway routing protocols. Here, all cars have a token of infor-
mation to submit to a central server, but only a small fraction of cars are equipped
with long-range connections to centralized infrastructure. Adding internet connec-
tions to only 5% of the vehicles in our experiments was enough to send 85% of tokens
to the central server after only 5 minutes. Because it only takes such a short amount
of time to gather a significant fraction of the information, these protocols could be
used to gather accurate data estimates from frequent monitoring of cars.
Conclusion. In conclusion, the strong transient connectivity properties of vehicu-
lar networks allow for efficient implementations of aggregation and gateway routing
protocols, resulting in significant cost reduction without compromisig information
quality.
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